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1. Introduction

Language processing is a complex cognitive capability of humans. Speech production, speech per-
ception, and speech understanding in the communication between a speaker and a listener seem to be
performed effortlessly, but on closer inspection appear toinvolve as yet ill-understood top-down and
bottom-up processes. Over the last few decades research in different disciplines such as psycholinguis-
tics, linguistics, biology, neuroscience, psychology, phonetics and speech technology has resulted in the
design of theories and models that account forpartsof the chain that links the speaker’s intentions and
the listener’s comprehension. However, we are still far from a coherent and comprehensive model or
theory of speech communication.

The ability to understand speech is difficult to envisage without the capability to decode continuous
speech signals into a sequence of meaningful entities. These entities may be words or, more generally,
word-like elements. Infants learn to discover word-like elements in speech without any prior knowledge
about lexical identities, while information about the segmentation of the continuous speech signal in
such word-like units is often rather implicit. The capability to discover words (and word-like units)
in continuous speech without using a pre-specified lexicon is one of the intriguing aspects of language
acquisition.

The question how children learn language is closely relatedto the question what the properties of
natural languages are that make them learnable in the first place. A closely related challenge is to de-
velop formal descriptions of complex cognitive processes such as learning and using language. The first
question is addressed by Kaplan et al. [16], who discuss various computational approaches towards the
modeling of language learning. They distinguish five different ’stances’, i.e. possible perspectives, cov-
ering the generative viewpoint, a statistically-based approach, a social/embodiment based approach, a
child-based developmental approach, and the ’language evolution’ viewpoint. They strongly advocate
the development of computational models since ”Computational models [...] help refine our intuitions,
suggest novel lines of empirical investigation with humans, and build concepts that shed a reinvigora-
ting light on childrens fantastic learning capacities.” [16]. The issue of modeling cognitive processes
in formal terms is addressed in [40]. In this paper, the authors develop a formal scheme in the the-
oretical framework of ’Cognitive Informatics’ (CI), in which the processes involved in learning (such
as perception, hypothesizing, reinforcement, storage, forgetting, retrieval) are described using so-called
process algebras. The CI framework allows for a specific description of hierarchy and abstraction (cal-
led ’Layered Reference Model’) and of object-attribute relationships in knowledge representation (see
also [39]).

Both computational models and formal models are necessary for developing a theory of language
acquisition and to suggest experiments to investigate details of such a theory. Especially the availability
of a computational model of language acquisition, focussing on the very first steps in acquiring a set
of sound-meaning correspondences, is of considerable interest for several reasons. The literature about
language acquisition contains numerous observations thatseem to be difficult to reconcile. For example,
newborns are able to discriminate phonetic properties of all natural languages, by when they acquire
their mother tongue, they loose the capability of distinguishing phonetic contrasts that do not play a
role in the native language (cf. [41] for additional phenomena in language acquisition that seem to be
counter-intuitive). A comprehensive computational modelthat can account for seemingly contradictory
phenomena would be a giant step towards understanding language acquisition.
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Of course, we must ask ourselves to what extent computational models must account for the details
of a physical or biological process. We understand bird flight in part from what we learned in building
airplanes that fly without flapping their wings. Yet, we arguethat the cognitive and ecological plausibility
of a computational model of language acquisition is extremely important, since attempts at understand-
ing cognition on the basis of computational models that do not adhere to basic knowledge about the
underlying neuro-anatomical and physiological systems are not likely to advance our understanding sig-
nificantly.

Following Marr [22], three levels of modeling can be distinguished. The highest Marrian level (called
’computational’ level) describes the model in terms of a (usually limited) number of states, which are
connected by (usually a limited number of) processes. This level addresses the conceptual way of how
the problem is to be solved. The second level, the ’algorithmic’ level, deals with the strategies that
can be followed to build representations of the states and perform the processes. Details on this level
are to be specified by the theory underlying the model. This mid level does not need to contain the
implementation details that are not part of the theory itself. Such details are dealt with on the lowest
Marrian level (the ’implementation level’). Usually, these implementation details are not specified by
the underlying theory, but they must nevertheless be chosencarefully for the sake of plausibility of the
resulting model. Existing models of speech processing are mainly on the computational level, leaving
many potentially crucial choices as yet unspecified [29].

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Computer Vision canbe considered as computational
models of the corresponding cognitive skills. Both deal with the process of mapping continuous sig-
nals (speech, images) onto discrete representations (a sequence of words, or a label for an image). At
the Marrian computational level ASR can serve as a computational model of human speech recognition
(HSR). Therefore, it is not surprising that attempts have been made to reuse computational techniques
developed in ASR for modeling Human Speech Recognition (e.g. [35], [3]). Both the HSR and ASR-
based approach of decoding speech have important conceptual aspects in common, such as the dynamic
evolution of hypotheses over time, and the competition of words during the word search. However,
these commonalities are on Marr’s computational level. Therefore, there may well be fundamental dif-
ferences between human and automatic speech recognition processes at the algorithmic (and certainly at
the implementation) level. ASR systems are designed as statistical pattern recognizers, and in all extant
systems the patterns are based on a linguistic description of speech signals, rather than on a description
of the HSR process proper. As a consequence, a straightforward mapping between HSR and currently
available ASR approaches is likely to fall in the trap that isknown as the error of frame-of-reference in
(embodied) artificial intelligence [32].

The statistical approach to ASR has met with limited success. Advances in hardware, algorithms and
and an ever increasing amount of training data have enabled the implementation of quite useful large
vocabulary, continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) systems and a range of voice-enabled dialogue
systems. However, all conventional ASR systems perform substantially worse than humans [19, 37, 42].
On the basis of an analysis of the development of the ASR performance over the last decades, Moore [26]
argues that all attempts to close the performance gap between ASR and HSR by adding ever more training
data will be futile. Nowadays there is general agreement that fundamentally new training and matching
paradigms must be explored, and a potential fruitful direction is informed by knowledge about human
speech processing. This amounts to narrowing (and perhaps eventually closing) the gap between HSR
and ASR at Marr’s algorithmic level.
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Recently, cognitive science has witnessed the developmentof new directions in modeling language
acquisition and speech understanding. Roy and Pentland [33] focused on machine learning of words;
Werker and Curtis [41] presented a comprehensive model of human language acquisition, while Mal-
oof and Michalski [21] focus on incremental learning. However, these approaches still suffer from the
well-known symbol-grounding problem: conventional pattern recognizers are trained to discriminate pre-
defined patterns that are invariably based on a (mostly symbolic, often human-crafted) meta-description
of the phenomena under investigation. For ASR this means that systems are trained to recognize ‘words’
that are represented in the form of a sequence of discrete sounds. However, while such a linear representa-
tion of words may be very convenient for the purpose of linguistic description, it does not properly reflect
the fact that speech production is fundamentally a continuous process [30]. This essentially means that
conventional ASR systems make an error of frame-of-reference [32]. In contrast, for biological agents
‘patterns’ occur in the sensory input as emergent properties [14] that are learned because of the need to
associate (inherently variable) sensory inputs to meaningful objects and behaviors in the environment.
Because the sensory signals corresponding to ecologicallyrelevant entities are so variable, it is essen-
tial that biological agents are able toadapt andgeneralizeknown patterns quickly and effortlessly to
recognize new variants that were not previously encountered.

In this paper, we propose a novel computational model for language acquisition. The model has
similarities with the Cross-channel Early Lexical Learning (CELL) model [33]. CELL is trained with
audio recordings of play sessions between care givers and seven-to-eleven month-old infants. During
these sessions, caregivers and infants played with toys from seven categories (balls, shoes, keys, cars,
trucks, dogs, and horses). Pictures taken of each toy from various angles were used for building a visual
model of each toy. CELL learned to discover words by listening to the speech, while simultaneously
looking at the visual representations.

The approach in the ACORNS project differs from CELL in an essential aspect. CELL makes the
assumption that infants represent speech signals in the form of a symbolic representation of pre-defined
phonemes. From the perspective of human language acquisition that basic assumption is clearly un-
warranted. Our novel approach that is presented here addresses the issues of cognitive plausibility and
frame-of-reference by avoiding the use of such pre-defined representations for decoding the informa-
tion in the input signals. Instead, the representations in the model emerge from the multimodal stimuli
that are presented to the model. This is in line with growing evidence that speech and language skills
are emergentcapabilities of a developing communicative system [14, 20]and that the way in which
linguistic patterns are stored and used during language acquisition changes constantly as these patterns
become more numerous and fine-grained, and as the methods needed for processing the patterns become
correspondingly more complex [41].

In the ACORNS model learning takes place in an interaction loop between learner and ’caregiver’.
To that end, caregiver and learner are implemented as two artificial agents that interact by exchanging
messages. The caregiver provides multimodal stimuli to thelearner, and the learner hypothesizes and
reinforces internal representations during the interaction with the caregiver.

In the next section of this paper we introduce the main components of the ACORNS model. Section
3 discusses the cognitive architecture of the ACORNS model.In section 4 we report a number of exper-
iments that show that the new model is indeed able to perform basic language acquisition processes. In
the final section we put our results into perspective.
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2. A computational model for word discovery

A comprehensive model of language acquisition and speech communication must integrate different
aspects of signal processing and learning, viz. sensory front-end processing of presented stimuli, pattern
discovery (hypothesizing, reinforcing and updating representations), memory access and organization
(storage, retrieval), and interaction between caregiver and learner that is conducive to learning.

2.1. Front-end processing

The learner takes multimodal stimuli as input. In our model,these stimuli have an auditory and visual
component. The auditory component processes actual acoustic recordings of spoken utterances. To that
end the model uses an auditory front-end processor, i.e., a module that converts acoustic signals into a
rich internal representation that can be used for learning new patterns and for recognizing known patterns.
There is growing evidence that this internal representation must account for features of the input signals
in multiple simultaneous temporal resolutions, with a lower limit in the order of 0.5 to 2 ms, and an upper
limit of about 250 ms [11]. The representations must be suitable to characterize and process essentially
all ecologically relevant sounds, from various non-speechsounds such as approaching footsteps to infant
and adult directed speech. Since all these sounds can occur simultaneously, the representation must be
suitable for the different sources to be processed independently [4].

For the time being the visual input modality is heavily simplified. Instead of implementing complex
image processing (such as in the CELL model) we limit the visual input to a vector of (semantic) features
that characterize the objects that are referred to in the speech utterances.

2.2. Pattern discovery

In conventional pattern recognition systems the patterns to be recognized, as well as the primitive ele-
ments from which complex pattern can be formed, are defineda priori. For example, in the conventional
approach to speech recognition the patterns to be recognized are almost invariably words, while the prim-
itives are related to the phonemes of the language (i.e., thespeech sounds that distinguish between one
word and another, such asbig andpig in English). By doing so most ASR systems sidestep the task of
detecting suitable basic units – because these are pre-defined by the developer. However, the represen-
tation of words as sequences of phonemes like beads on a string is far from adequate [30]. ’Episodic’
theories of speech processing (e.g. MINERVA 2, [12]) deal with speech patterns in the form of episodes
(low-level representational traces of speech), spanning syllables or complete words, if not multiword
expressions [7, 9].

In normal speech, and even in infant-directed speech, wordsare not separated by silences. Rather,
words blend and merge at their boundaries. This makes it necessary for a ‘newborn’ speech acquisition
system to discover patterns in the continuous input stream that correspond to meaningful speech events.
This word detection task is probably simplified at least to some extent by the fact that infant-directed
speech often consists of several repetitions of the same words and phrases [36, 27], and that in stress-
based languages the location of stressed syllables may helpto hypothesize word starts in utterances.

Pattern discovery is closely related to the way informationis stored in memory. Storing patterns in
memory is only useful if there are efficient and effective techniques for retrieving them. All available
behavioral data strongly suggest that memory for speech andlanguage is organized in an associative
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manner. Therefore, we apply computational methods that areable to extract structure from data and
represent this structure for future use. The method appliedin the most elaborate implementation of the
model today is based on the decomposition of (large) matrices. Low-level sensory information, obtained
from the multimodal stimuli, is transformed into a feature vector and stored in a large matrix (V ). To
that end utterances of different length are encoded in fixed-length vectors using the procedure explained
in [10]. The relevant structure is then extracted by means ofa factorization of the matrixV as a product
of two much smaller matricesW andH such that the dissimilarity between the observed matrixV and
the reconstructed matrixW · H is as small as possible (equation 1). The matricesW andH represent
the basic acoustic units in speech and the (positive) weights with which units must be combined to
reconstruct an arbitrary utterance. As the matrixV grows (or changes, if we implement forgetting) as a
result of observing ever more multimodal stimuli, the matricesW andH are updated to reflect the results
of the learning process.

dissimilarity(V,W · H) is minimal (1)

The matrixV can be considered as an ’episodic’ representation of the input stimuli.
The decomposition implied by equation 1 can be accomplishedby means of the well-known as non-

negative matrix factorization (NMF, [18, 13]). NMF is member of a family of computational approaches
for structure mining that are based on matrix decomposition. It is a powerful tool for discovering structure
in speech data [38]. NMF has similarities with Latent Semantic Analysis (e.g. [2]), which was developed
for document retrieval, but also proposed as a model for representing the semantic content of documents.

In equation 1 several measures can be used for defining the dissimilarity betweenV and the ma-
trix product W · H. In the literature iterative optimization schemes are described for the L2-metric
and Kullback-Leibler divergence ([13]). Since each dissimilarity measure may yield a different factor-
ization, the choice of measure may affect cognitive plausibility. It was opted to use the (asymmetric)
Kullback-Leibler divergence because its minimization canbe interpreted as the mathematical translation
of ’learning drive’ (cf. section 3.3).

In the implementation of the model used in the experiments reported in section 4, the ’episodic’ data
matrix V is updated with each new multimodal stimulus, and the decomposition intoW andH is done
after blocks ofN stimuli. Here,N is a parameter related to the storage capacity of the workingmemory
and therefore to the cognitive plausibility of the algorithm.

By using the matrix concept, all internal representations are vectors or matrices, andprocessesreceive
a clear and explicit interpretation in terms of linear algebraic operations. In addition, the approach in the
ACORNS model is related to the formal approach in [40]. TheLayered Reference Modelis a platform
for dealing with abstraction as a process to elicit a ’subsetof objects that share a common property from
a given set of objects and to use the property to identify and distinguish the subset from the whole in
order to facilitate reasoning.’ (p. 265). From this viewpoint, the approach taken here (factorization ofV )
is an example of generalization: after the NMF step,W exactly contains those common parts ofV that
prove useful in the minimization of dissimilarity(V,W · H).

2.3. Memory organization and access

Cognitive theories of memory distinguish at least three types of memory: a sensory store in which all
information is captured only for a very short time (in the order of seconds), a short-term memory (also
called working memory) that holds representations of sensory inputs and serves as a processing system
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that is able to compare new sensory inputs to previously learned patterns that are retrieved from a long-
term memory ([1]). Ecologically plausible implementations of memory organization and access must be
able to account for low-latency perception-action loops and dynamic construction of abstractions.

An important aspect of memory processes is how representations of novel patterns can form and be
stored (see also [40]). In addition to storing a representation of the input signal, short-term memory must
also be able to form and hold ‘codes’ derived from these representations. These codes are then used to
activate patterns that are already present in the long-termmemory. Activated patterns are compared to
a more complete representation of the input signal in the working memory, by verifying the amount of
activation of internal representations on the basis of the full signal input. If the match between the novel
input and stored patterns is not good enough for the input to be recognized, the novel input becomes a
candidate for storage in the long-term memory. Details of the memory architecture used in ACORNS are
presented in section 3.1.

2.4. Interaction and communication

Speech and language acquisition happen as the result of purposeful interaction between an infant and its
environment. Learning is not an isolated process but takes place in a communication loop. Therefore, it
is essential to integrate all processing to realistically simulate speech acquisition driven by the intrinsic
desire of the learner to communicate with its environment. In the beginning an infant interacts with only
a limited number of ‘biological’ agents. This will result inlearning patterns that are strongly biased
towards the personal voice characteristics of the caregivers. However, the infant will increasingly be
addressed by other persons, thereby forcing the representations to update and generalize. From the very
first days of its life, successful communication will contribute to fulfilling the most basic needs of the
infant, as specified by Maslow’s hierarchy [23]. In the case of an infant acquiring speech and communi-
cation skills it is difficult to map Maslow’s hierarchy of needs onto concrete behaviors, if only because
Maslow’s formulations address relatively abstract and high level needs. For an artificial agent it is even
more difficult to map Maslow’s hierarchy (see [34] for an attempt to adapt Maslow’s hierarchy of needs
to the situation where an individual is replaced by a team of software experts). We have implemented the
learning drive by means of a target function that is to be optimized during learning. The target function
is based on the incentive (by the learner) to optimally interpret the incoming stimuli in terms of what the
learner already knows. That means that each stimulus that cannot be sufficiently interpreted may lead to

(a) a new internal representation, to improve or complete the explanation of the input, or

(b) the update of an existing internal representation.

The current algorithm explicitly simulates the intention to learn a continuously growing vocabulary in
order to maximize the appreciation it receives from its environment. This is done by translating the
appreciation from the caregiver into an attempt to respondsto the caregiver with the correct interpretation
of the stimulus. If the caregiver’s feedback shows that the interpretation was indeed correct, the result
may be a reinforcement or an update of the internal representations. The ‘quality of interpretation’ is
mathematically expressed by the extent to which basis vectors in W can explain the observed data inV
(equation 1). The concept of learning drive and its mathematical implementation is discussed in more
detail in section 3.3.
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3. Implementation Details of the ACORNS Model

In this section, we discuss a number of relevant implementation details of the computational model under
development in ACORNS.

3.1. Memory architecture

The computational model of the learner that we have implemented is based on the architecture depicted
in Figure 1. This architecture combines two aspects (a) it represents a structure of human memory that
is based on experimental research and (b) the way in which thelearner model is embedded in a commu-
nication loop with the caregiver. The memory structure comprises a sensory store, a short-term memory
and a long-term memory and is directly based on recent psycholinguistic research on the organization
of memory in connection to speech and language processing (e.g. [15], [1]). The sensory store, short-
term/working memory and long term-memory form the entire memory, each with different decay times.

Figure 1. Global layout of the architecture used in the computational model. Multimodal input is presented to
the model (upper left corner).

Multimodal input is presented to the model (upper left corner) and processed by the feature extrac-
tion module. The resulting low-level feature representation is put into the sensory store. This part of
the memory can store data for a few seconds (which is enough for the storage of one utterance). The
sensory information is copied to the short-term (working) memory. The way how this is done exactly is
determined by a process called ’attention’. In human sensory processing, attention determines to what
extent and which information is actually copied from the sensory store to the short-term (working) mem-
ory. In the current computational model, attention is implemented in a default way such thatall sensory
information is available in the working memory.

This short-term/working memory can store data for up to about a minute. One of its functions is to
store full episodic traces, suggesting that the memory capacity is large enough to accumulate essential in-
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formation obtained from the observed stimuli for the initialization and update of internal representations.
For the computational model, this means that the storage of amatrix in which spectro-temporal informa-
tion is accumulated is cognitively defendable. This is further supported by considering two other main
functions of the short-term memory. Short-term memory serves as a central execution platform, which
allows to compare tokens and representations stored in long-term memory. In addition, it can perform
dedicated tasks (e.g. for visual information it serves as a sketch pad, for speech it may support phone
detection tasks in dedicated experiments). However, the capacity of the short-term/working memory is
limited, which means that new data may overwrite older data.

The representations available in short-term memory can be stored in long-term memory. For humans
this storage is enhanced by rehearsal; it may be facilitatedby the repetition of intrinsic and extrinsic
stimuli presentation. Once stored in long-term memory, items can be available for decades. In the com-
putational model, the long-term memory is used for the storage of all persistent internal representations.

The attention and rehearsal processes operate on representations stored in memory. The precise rela-
tion between these processes in human cognition is not yet known. Some authors interpret experimental
results as proof that attention ismaintained through rehearsalin order for information to be stored in
short-term memory. Rehearsal of anextrinsicpresentation may be forced by the frequent occurrence of
a specific entity (e.g. a target word) in the input speech stream. Another way of rehearsal isintrinsic,
in which the rehearsal is result of internal reflection on a certain representation. Attention is a process
that reduces the part of the input stream that must be analyzed in detail and is therefore indispensable
for managing time, space, effort and in the end for being successful: to keep the computation load man-
ageable, to reduce the storage into short-term (working) memory, to reduce the ambiguity to be resolved
during the search, and to keep promising input features within the attention ‘beam’.

In the current computational model, rehearsal is implemented by an internal learning loop to up-
date the presentations learned so far on the basis of the current stimulus (see section 3.2). As already
mentioned above, attention is implemented in such a way thatall information that arrives in the sensory
store is moved into short-term memory. The module ’responsedefinition’ in figure 1 reads in represen-
tations from the short-term memory – the modules ’virtual action’ and ’output’ subsequently provide
(coded) output to the caregiver. The response of the learneris a code that corresponds to the internal
representation with the highest activation.

3.2. Feedback and learning loops

Apart from the multimodal stimuli offered by the caregiver,the learner may also receivefeedbackfrom
the caregiver. This feedback informs the learner about the appropriateness of the reply to the previous
stimulus, on an utterance by utterance basis.

The feedback is provided in the external learning loop. In the current implementation of the model
there are two learning loops: an external and an internal one(see Figure 2). The external loop involves
the interaction with the caregiver. By the feedback mechanism, the external loop supports the optimiza-
tion of appreciation that the learner receives from the caregiver. Theinternal loop is different: this loop
takes into account thelearner-internalfindings during the learning process, such as the amount of dis-
ambiguation of the input in terms of what the learner knows (’quality of the parse’), the time it takes to
perform a certain action, the perplexity during the search,or the amount of resources required to disam-
biguate a certain input. In the current implementation, the’quality of the parse’ is the only performance
measure in the internal learning loop.
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The use of an internal and an external loop explicitly means that learning takes place over both loops
at the same time. These loops do not necessarily have the samecycle-time: a short-cycle loop make
take place several times per utterance, and a long-cycle loop may take place on an utterance-by-utterance
basis or only after a block ofN utterances has been received.

Figure 2. Overview of the external and internal loop. In the external loop the caregiver interprets the output of the
model and provides feedback on the correctness of the response to the latest input stimulus. This feedback takes
place on an utterance by utterance basis. The internal feedback deals with the optimization of the learner-internal
target function (equations 1, 2).

3.3. Learning drive

As mentioned above, the learning drive is interpreted as thedrive to ’interpret’ the incoming stimuli
in terms of the learned representations. It thereby directly connects the internal loop (which aims at
improvement of the quality of the parse) and the external loop (which aims at correct replies to the
caregiver). The learning drive of ’optimal parse’ is mathematically implemented as a target function that
operates in a computational learning scheme. This implementation is globally characterized by equation
1, but can now be made more precise.

DenoteV = vij andW · H = (WH)ij . The Kullback-Leibler divergenceKL() betweenV and
W · H is determined on a column-by-column basis (that is, utterance-by-utterance):

KL(V,W · H) =
∑

i

(
∑

j

vij log(vij/(WH)ij) + (WH)ij − vij) (2)

wherei andj run over the columns and rows inV (andWH), respectively.
Equation 2 implies that the improvement of the quality of theparse is translated into the search for

an optimal basisW such that the column vectors inW explain the columns inV . Equation 2 specifies
the precise error made between observedV and predictedW · H.
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4. Experiments

4.1. General setting

Using NMF as the algorithmic implementation of the structure discovery (learning) algorithm we con-
ducted a large number of experiments to investigate the capability of our model to acquire a basic set
of 10 ’words’. In actual practice this amounts to the capability to build internal representations of some
10 different acoustic signals that correspond to keywords embedded in carrier sentences. From the set
of experiments that we have conducted we select some that clarify the impact of further implementation
details on the cognitive plausibility of the operation of the learner model.

In their first month infants interact with a very small numberof caregivers. Thus, one would expect
that internal representations of speech will be speaker-dependent. Later on, infants will interact with a
much larger number of persons, which will require adaptation of the internal representations to make
these speaker-independent. To investigate this, we conducted experiments in which we offered training
utterances in two ways: blocked per speaker versus randomized.

A convincing computational model of language acquisition should be able to learn any language.
For this reason we compared the performance of our model for three different languages. In addition, we
conducted experiments with bi-lingual learning.

Infants hear essentially two types of speech: utterances that are addressed to them and utterances
exchanged between others in the scene that the infant overhears. Especially in the first stages of language
acquisition it is important to distinguish these two speechtypes (or styles), if only because the probability
that infant directed speech refers to some easily observed object or event in the scene is much higher than
for so called adult directed speech.

4.2. Materials

For the investigation in the ACORNS project three databaseshave been recorded, one Dutch database
(NL), a Finnish database (FIN), and a Swedish database (SW).Finnish is a member of the Finno-Ugric
language group, which is very different from the Indo-Germanic language group to which Dutch (West-
Germanic) and Swedish (North-Germanic) belong. All three languages differ in several aspects, such as
the type of inflection of nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numerals and verbs. The typological diversity of
these languages makes a comparison very useful and potentially interesting.

For each language the database contains utterances from 2 male and 2 female speakers. Each speaker
utters 1000 sentences in two speech modes (adult-directed,ADS, and infant-directed, IDS), for a total of
2000 utterances per speaker. Per speaker, the set of 1000 sentences contains 10 repetitions of combina-
tions of 10 target words and 10 carrier sentences. The set of target words consists of one proper name
(for the learning agent) and nine nouns that refer to common objects that were chosen on the basis of
literature on language acquisition. All speakers share thesame target words, but the proper name they
use to address the learner is different per speaker. For example, the NL database contains 800 tokens of
target words such asluier (Engdiaper), auto (car), but only 200 tokens of each of the four proper names
‘mirjam’, ‘isabel’, ‘damian’, ‘otto’.

Compared to adult-directed speech, infant-directed speech is characterized by a greater affect in
intonation and prosody, a simpler syntax, and a more carefuland slower pronunciation. The recordings
are as realistic as possible; we asked the speakers for the database to speakas if they were addressing an
adult or a child. The adult-directed version consists of thesentences read aloud in a neutral manner.
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The databases also contain meta-information. In addition to codes for speaker and language a tag
is available that codes the object that is referred to in the speech utterance. In part of the experiments
reported below the tag was used as an unambiguous reference to one of the objects (or the name). How-
ever, it is possible to replace an unambiguous tag with more fuzzy references, somewhat similar to what
was done with the CELL model [33].

The databases serve as a pool of stimuli that are used in all experiments that are discussed below.
The ordering of the stimuli is an experimental design factorand differs from experiment to experiment.
These effects will be discussed in more detail below.

4.3. Results

The result of a learning experiment is summarized in a figure in which the horizontal axis represents the
number of utterances processed by the learner. The verticalaxis presents the accuracy of the learner’s
replies. The accuracy is defined as the proportion of correctresponses in the last 50 replies (where
’correct’ is defined by comparing the reply with the ground truth as defined by the multimodal input
stimulus). As a result, the plots show the accuracy that comes close to the ’instantaneous accuracy’ of
the learner.

Basic learning capability Figure 3 (Dutch) and 4 (Finnish) show how the ACORNS model learns a
limited set of word representations and classifies a new stimulus in terms of one of these representa-
tions. During the learning, the model gradually improves the quality of its internal representations, by
minimizing the Kullback-Leibler distance (equation 1) between the observed data and the internal repre-
sentations. The model’s memory is quasi-infinite: in the update of its internal representations, the model
uses all utterances that it heard so far. In this experiment utterances from one language database were of-
fered in random order and no difference was made between ADS and IDS. The figures show the concept
accuracy as a function of the number of utterances processed. Until about x=1000, not enough tokens of
any ’word’ has been observed to construct any internal representation; as a result, the recognition rate is
0%. From x=1000 until x=4500, the internal vocabulary is being built. It starts unstable, is not complete
yet and lacks one single word. After x=4500, the internal lexicon is complete and the performance ranges
between 95 and 100% correct. The learning curves for Dutch and Finnish are similar, despite the very
different morphological structure of the two languages (Finnish has many more different word forms
than Dutch).

Speaker-dependent learning Figures 5 and 6 show that the learner’s learning behavior in case of
speaker-blocked stimulus presentation, for Dutch and Swedish, respectively. Again, no distinction is
made between ADS and IDS. This experiment can be compared with the experiment displayed in figures
3 and 4. A drop in performance of about 20-30 percent is clearly visible every time when a new speaker
starts (around #tokens = 0, 2000, 4000, 6000). After about 1000 tokens (that is, approximately 100 tokens
per word) the performance is back on its previous high level.The decrease in performance when a new
speaker is introduced is due to two factors (a) each speaker uses a different proper name, such that the
vocabulary is not complete until enough examples of the new word were offered (b) different speakers
have different voice and speech characteristics which require an adaptation by the learning model. This
experiment shows the speaker dependency of the internally stored representations. However, it also
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Figure 3. Result of a learning experiment (Dutch, random ordering of stimuli).
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Figure 4. As figure 3, but for Finnish.
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shows that the representations built for one speaker can be re-used at least in part for processing a new
speaker: when a new speaker comes in, performance does not drop to 0%.
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Figure 5. Dutch, speaker-blocked. To be compared to figure 3.

Bi-lingual language acquisition While the experiments described above show that the ACORNS
model can learn different languages with equal success, we now turn to bi-lingual learning. Experiments
with bi-lingual learning require some relaxation of the ’crispness’ of the tags that accompany speech
utterances. We compared two situations: one in which we assume that words in Dutch are completely
different from words in Swedish, and another in which the tags allowed for sharing representations be-
tween the two languages. The results are shown in Figure 7. Itshows two plots made on the basis of
two learning experiments with abi-lingual stimulus presentation. In both experiments, first two Dutch
speakers are presented, after which two Swedish speakers follow. The speakers are a Dutch female, fol-
lowed by an Dutch male, a Swedish female and a Swedish male. The dashedcurve shows the result in
case oflanguage-dependent tagsthat do not allow sharing representations between the two languages.
As could be expected, switching from Dutch to Swedish causesperformance to drop to 0%. Also, the
time it takes to ’learn’ Swedish after having learned some Dutch is essentially equal to the time it took
to learn the first Swedish words in the experiment in Figure 6.The eventual model (at x=8000) is able
to both recognize Dutch and Swedish target words. Also the total vocabulary is now doubled (since the
languages make use of language-dependent non-overlappingtag sets).

Thesolidcurve in Figure 7 refers to the case in which the original language-dependent tags in the NL
and SWE database were replaced by a common set of tags that semantically make sense in a language-
independent way. This experiment shows that the learner is able to reuse existing, already built represen-
tations. The learner reuses existing representations trained on Dutch to decode the Swedish utterances.
This reuse effect is particularly visible between 4000 and 5000 utterances. The accuracy does not drop
to 0 percent due to the reuse of the already existing word representations trained on Dutch.
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Figure 6. As figure 5, but for Swedish.

Know if one is being addressed Figure 8 shows the results of an experiment on Dutch, with random
stimulus order, while the learner attempts to distinguish both the target words and the style (i.c. ADS
and IDS). It shows that the leaner is able to identify speaking style, in combination with words. While
the accuracy of word recognition is about 97-98%, the accuracy of the style recognition is close to 80%.
If the speech style could not be detected at all and the word detection were error free, the IDS/ADS
assignment would be random and the performance would theoretically be equal to 50%. The actual
performance of almost 80 percent shows that the learner is able to identify the speaking style with an
accuracy of about 80%. That is, the experiment shows a clear sensitivity of the learner for speech style,
on top of its ability to discover the actual target words. Interestingly, this is the first sign of the learner to
be able to form a certain abstraction, since the number of tokensper speech styleis far too large for the
model to represent individual tokens.

Summary These experiments presented in this section show the following results:

1. The learner is able to learn a limited set of target words and classify a new stimulus in terms of one
of these words. The learner needs a number of tokens before itcan build a reliable representation.
During the learning, it gradually improves the quality of its internal representations, by minimizing
the Kullback-Leibler distance between the observed data and the predictions based on internal
representations. In the experiments we made the implausible assumption that the learner’s memory
is infinite: in the update of its internal representations, the learner assumes all utterances that it
heard so far to be available for training (figures 3 and 4). However, later experiments have shown
that it is easy to relax the infinite memory constraint.

2. The learning results on the three databases (NL, SWE, and FIN) are not essentially different (fig-
ures 3 to 6). Thus, this suggests that the ACORNS model is ableto learn any language.
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Figure 7. Results of a bilingual experiment, based on the useof a common tag set (solid line) or a language-
dependent tag set (dashed line).
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Figure 8. Results of an experiment on Dutch, random stimulusorder, the learner trying to distinguishbothwords
andspeech style (adult- and infant-directed speech).
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3. The learner rapidly adjusts to a new speaker. When the roleof the caregiver is fulfilled by one
speaker, the learner’s internal representations will be speaker-dependent. As soon as a new speaker
starts interacting with the learner, the internal representations will be adapted to accommodate the
speaker characteristics (figures 5 and 6).

4. The learner reuses already stored representations whenever possible. This is particularly interest-
ing in the bi-lingual experiment based on the semantic tags (figure 7).

5. The learner is able to identify speakingstyle(fig 8). The accuracy of the style recognition is close
to 80%.

5. Discussion

The computational model presented in this paper shows that cross-modal cross-situational learning of
the association between speech fragments and references toobjects can be established using a general
purpose pattern discovery technique. The performance of the learner depends on a number of factors
– in this paper we investigated the ordering of the data (stimuli), the blocking per speaker, the effect
of speaker changes, and multi-lingual training. All experiments showed that our model is able to build
internal representations that can be used as stepping stones when new things must be learned (a new
speaker or a new language).

The NMF implementation used in the experiments reported in this paper processed the input data
incrementally, but without forgetting, that is: each new utterance is recognized with the currentW and
H matrices, and these were updated after blocks ofN new input stimuli by decomposing a matrixV with
N additional columns. Although this does not necessarily imply that all previously observed stimuli must
be kept in memory in all detail, from a cognition point of viewit would be more plausible to introduce
some kind of forgetting. The cognitive plausibility of the NMF algorithm would also increase if it were
feasible to do a new decomposition after essentially each individual input stimulus. In recent research
we have made significant advances in both directions.

An interesting property of the word discovery approach discussed above is theabsence of segmen-
tation. The learning model does not use segmentation in order to hypothesize the target words in an
utterance. Instead, the learning model makes use of structure in another way. Each utterance is mapped
into a fixed-length vector [10]. This mapping is structure-preserving in that the sequence of words is
transformed into the vector space that supports decomposability of an unknown vector as a weighted
sum of given basis vectors (some of which might represent words in the linguistic sense of the term. Our
experiments have shown that utterances can be interpreted correctly without a segmentation of the input
speech into words.

The method for building associations between speech utterances and references to objects some (vir-
tual) world as laid out in this paper can be compared with other approaches. The comparison with
conventional HMM-based ASR approaches is meaningless, since the entire set-up and the assumptions
underlying HMM-based approaches are incompatible with theset-up necessary to simulate the language
acquisition process. The approaches that come closer are the CELL model [33] and the segmental dy-
namic time warping approach [31]. However, the CELL model lacks the symbol-grounding for the
representation of its speech input as a lattice of phoneme symbols. In that respect, the segmental DTW
model developed by Park and Glass [31] avoids the use of symbolic representations of the speech signal.
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This technique allows to find a common stretch in a pair of acoustic utterances. Their next step involves
graph-based clustering to build groups of common ’chunks’ and to relate these clusters to ’words’. As
the authors admit ’Although the inspiration for our methodsis partially derived from experiments in
developmental psychology, we make no claims on the cognitive plausibility of these word acquisition
mechanisms in actual human language learning.’ In ACORNS weare investigating a somewhat similar
approach, based on DP-Ngrams [17].

Our model continuously retunes categorical boundaries on the basis of stimuli, and thereby shows
interesting conceptual parallels with empirical results from psycholinguistic experiments (cf. [5]). When
(adult) listeners are confronted with acoustically ambiguous sounds (e.g. sounds on the /f-s/-continuum
in non-words where only one of /f/ or /s/ was phonotacticallylegal, e.g., frul/*srul or *fnud/snud), their
category boundaries had shifted in subsequent categorization tasks involving stimuli along a phonetic
continuum from /f/ to /s/. The stimulus ’-rul’ led to expanded /f/ categories, while ’-nud’ led to the
expansion of /s/. This and similar findings imply that lexical access is not required for inducing per-
ceptual retuning of category boundaries; phonotactic sequence information alone is sufficient. A similar
retuning process is active in our model. Once internal representations have been built, the boundaries be-
tween them are updated continuously on the basis of new example stimuli. That means that competition
between representations takes place, since a certain number of representations must be accommodated
within a restricted volume in the ’representation space’. In the current model, this representation space
is modeled as a vector space endowed with the (statisticallymotivated) asymmetric Kullback-Leibler
divergence as dissimilarity measure.

Since the model aims at word discovery informed by the findings about human language acquisition,
its cognitive plausibilityis one of the criteria with which the model can (and must) be judged. In the
literature on language learning and word acquisition, a number of characteristics of language acquisition
by young children are highlighted. Firstly, the number of words that young infants understand increases
over time, with a ’word spurt’ between month 16 and 24. This word spurt is generally attributed to
cognitive factors: based on already existing representations of words, the learning of more words gets
increasingly faster. The McMurray model [25] holds that theword spurt is a necessary effect of a
combinatorial artifact. That model shows that the word spurt phenomenon is guaranteed in any system
that builds representations for multiple words simultaneously, and in which few words can be acquired
quickly and a greater number of words take longer. Under reasonable conditions (saying that words occur
with a Zipfian distribution; and that each word needs a word-dependent number of tokens in order to be
stored into some representation) a word spurt can be observed after an initial period of slow learning. It is
to be investigated to what extent such a word spurt can be modeled by the current computational model,
and whether the existence of this word spurt phenomenon is stable across various model parameters that
can be cognitively explained.

The computational model presented here sheds light on the relevance of various issues that are known
to play a role in (models of) human speech processing. One of these issues is how words get activated
(and to what extent), the second is how competition happens during the word search. In our model the
activation of lexical items is separated from the actual competition. This is similar to what Shortlist, one
of the widely used computational models for human word processing does [28]. Shortlist is a two-stage
model in which activation of words by incoming speech input is separated from competition between the
activated words. In contrast with Shortlist, however, the current model plays out the entire lexicon, while
in Shortlist the network in which competition plays a role isconstructed from only those words directly
supported by the input (which, in the case of Shortlist, is a symbolic representation of the speech signal).
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In the current model, competition is not explicitly implemented. Instead, a form of competition
automatically emerges from the combination of (a) parallelsearch among multiple candidates (b) the
concept of ’best match’ given a certain dissimilarity. Thisis in line with earlier findings e.g. obtained
with another model of human word processing TRACE [24]. TRACE showed that competition is not a
necessary consequence of multiple processing in parallel.TRACE was implemented as a connectionist
model based on interactive activation. Incoming input increases the activation of lexical candidates that
it matched. A crucial difference between the ACORNS model and TRACE is the absence of inhibition.
The more activation a candidate receives in TRACE, the stronger the inhibition it will exercise upon
its rivals. Words which receive ever more activation wield ever stronger inhibition, and eventually the
winning string of words will end up with higher activation than all competitor strings. In our model
there is no such effect: the activation of a winner will not completely eliminate its closest competitors.
However, there is a stronger inhibition process than for instance in the computation of posterior proba-
bilities, where the normalization to unity implies that if acandidate model receives a larger probability,
its competitors must scale their probabilities down. Usinga decomposition-based method such as NMF,
close competitors can completely inhibit each other. When two internal representations have a common
sub-vector which is activated, it can be explained by any combination of these two representations. If
in another sub-vector both representations differ, the relative activation of each of the representations
will be determined by the data in this second sub-vector. Butif one of the representations already over-
estimates the values in this sub-vector, activation of the second one is not necessary (a better fit would
require a negative activation, which is not allowed) and it is hence inhibited. Hence, a form of inhibition
is in place.
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